WATCH   ON   THE   RHIXE
Architect of Peace. Only one small item of political news
marred the Eden epic. It was reported on i;th March that
there was a disturbance in Spain in which a number of
Fascists and Socialists were killing each other. It aroused no
particular comment at the time—war and bloodshed were
taken as being a part of Spanish culture.
On 18th March the empty chair at the conference was
filled. Ribbentrop, dapper and self-possessed, had arrived.
The same men were in fact two bodies: the League Council
was an enlarged Locarno Conference. This disposition of
diplomatic forces gave Eden scope for warning Germany
without unduly ruffling her susceptibilities. To the Council
he was able to say frankly that the League must find that a
breach of Versailles had been committed. ' It was clear that
Hitler did not mean war. Now wras the opportunity to re-
build.* The strain of this double diplomacy was great. Duf£-
Cooper, at a Conservative lunch, assured him that he was
sustained by ' an overwhelming feeling of national confi-
dence *.
But it was Mrs. Eden who was able to give the real im-
pression of his ordeal during those dangerous days. No man
could have been blessed with a more devoted or efficient
helper. To be the wife of a statesman is no sinecure. The
demands are constant. When to be noticeable, when to be
self-effacing—these are problems, the solutions of which by
the Mrs. Edens of this country can make or mar the social
and thereby political influence of their husbands. Some wives
have taken too much limelight, under the impression that
the valour and intellect of the nation should be the choice of
a Premier's consort. Others have been content to remain
mere spouses, allowing themselves to be caught up only in
their knitting. Mrs. Eden has always been the happy
medium. Her public appearances have been very rare, but
at the height of the RMneland crisis, as President of the
Leamington Conservatives, she put in a timely word on her
husband's behalf. He was working at the greatest possible
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